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follow the designing women pinboard
southernliving.com/designing-women
what’s hot

hornet’s nest in
storm cloud (left)
and arrowhead
in silver Fern

lori faison

name

hom e base

occupation

Panama city, Florida

owner, bolt house textiles

designer of

customizable linen and linen/cotton-blend Fabrics insPired by the gulF coast

“the south
offers a
sense of
place that
is truly
unrivaled.
the people,
places, and
wildlife
inspire my
work.”

Her start

lori began her career in
advertising but soon realized
her creative temperament
wasn’t suited to the corporate world. on a whim, she
knocked on the door of
Atlanta interior designer
nancy braithwaite and began
work at her ﬁrm in 2000. lori
launched her own interiors
business in 2004 and then
followed with bolt house
textiles in the wake of the
2010 gulf Coast oil spill.
“it really started as a tribute
to the beauty and fragility
of the region,” she says.
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WHat’s next
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free advice
shop the collection: 1. Fabric by the yard (from left to right): barbwire in raven, diamondback in taupe, and
Jellyﬁsh in blood orange, from $55/yard. 2. light ﬁxture: 20" square in large seahorse in ink, from $630. 3. rectangular
shades (clockwise from top): tracks in lava, small hummingbird in rust, and diamondback in taupe, from $190.
4. round shade: small long leaf Pine in golden wheat, from $180. 5. light ﬁxture: 17" square in large sea anemone
in rouge, from $455. all are available through bolthousetextiles.com.
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“Anyone who is interested
in starting a business needs
to have an internal ﬂame—a
passion—because it takes
a lot of blood, sweat, and
tears,” says lori.
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styling: caroline m. cunningham

building on her initial line
of 44 hand-drawn patterns
available in 100 colors, lori
is launching 6 new patterns
in warm hues, including
hornet’s nest and Arrowhead
(pictured above). Arrowhead
was inspired by lori’s
husband’s family collection
of indian artifacts.
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